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Here is my project I undertook in the 1980’s regarding the connection between 
the Uranian planets to the “known” solar system planets.  I created these 
assignments four decades ago and have used this formula/knowledge with great 
success.  
 
 

  
The Higher Octave planets are the eight Uranian planets, and are located in the 4th 
dimension (4D) that rules our subconscious. Because they are at higher vibrational 
frequencies, they are in alignment with the higher vibrational frequency of the 
incoming Age of Aquarius energy that is now pouring into our 3D world. 
 
 

   
Higher Octave planets take on the characteristics of the assigned Lower Octave 
planets and IMPROVES and supports each planet and elevates them providing the 
soul is capable of working with the higher vibration of them.  Uranian planets 
operate on our subconscious level, and it affects us whether we know it or not.  
Some people who are already tuned into the Age of Aquarius energy will be 
utilizing the Uranian planets a hundred percent on the CONSCIOUS level.  I call 
these SUPER POWERS because they become the driving force consciously in such 
people.  We are in need of NEW LEADERS with A NEW VISION of what the Age of 
Aquarius can be for all people in our world.  These souls have deliberately 
incarnated into this time frame to be here to help with this global transition.  With 
other people, however, who are not “awake” or “conscious,” they won’t be aware 
of these higher frequencies, depending upon their soul age and incarnations, and 
may well fight this integration process.  It is up to each soul to make that choice.   
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Mercury is Admetos (treasure chest of all creativity/society throughout time in 
3D, knowledge, seeds planted to sprout later, our 3D subconscious) 
 
Venus is Cupido (our innate creativity, artistry, liberal arts, family, birth/pregnancy) 
 
Mars is Vulcanus (volcano explosive, firepower is either directed like a laser or 
out-of-control eruption, mass murders with guns, explosives, bombs, weapons of 
war, nuclear war) 
 
Jupiter is Zeus (Energy, unlimited expansion,  focus, fanatics or unity, authoritarian 
or democracy, terrorist, domestic/international, religious zealots/fear or  choosing 
spirituality/light, desires freedom vs. prison) 
 
Saturn is Kronos (empire builder, able to manifest vision in 3D, physical, organized, 
disciplined) 
 
Uranus is Apollon (science, inventions, greater ideas in every kind of science in 
3D) 
 
Neptune is Poseidon (spirituality at its highest degree, compassion, healing, 
kindness, ONE and no duality or darkness/duality, in swaying the masses: 
Hitler/Trump are examples of it) 
 
Pluto is Hades (transformation at deep emotional levels dealing with our 
trauma/wounds, getting us to work through them so they can be released and we 
can be healed, the shaman, the wounded healer archetype) 
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